QA Engineer
EASI’R is the leading cloud-based customer relations platform for the automotive industry.
We work with some of the most influential automotive brands and help more than 2,600 car
dealerships across Europe, to grow profitable and long lasting relationships. We are looking
for QA Engineers in Aarhus to help us raise the bar within automotive lead management. You
will join a digital-born company with the spirit and passion of a startup, and the investment
eagerness of a global tech-firm.
The position
Due to the continued expansion of our team and platform, we have a need for a QA Engineer
to help us ensure a high quality of our deliveries by developing and executing automated test
scripts.
You will work as part of the development team and act as a key contact point between our
department and the rest of the business. You will have close relationships with the support
team and other stakeholders throughout the business.
You will participate in bringing QA upstream within our value chain, including product design
validation and static tests of requirements towards customer needs. Most importantly, you
will be responsible for enabling fast and reliable automated testing on the work stream
products that you are helping to create.
In the longer term, we wish to create more sources of feedback from our environments in
order to achieve proactive QA and facilitate hypothesis-driven development.
The basic competencies
●
●
●
●
●

Hands-on experience with automated testing tools
Hands-on experience writing and executing tests
Ability to logically evaluate requirements & acceptance criteria
Comfortable working in a cross-functional team
Ability to assume multiple users’ mindsets

● Ability to provide constructive feedback clearly and pragmatically
● A solid u
 nderstanding of Git and version control
Technical Expertise
●
●
●
●

Technical/Automated testing
Experience managing and handling releases
Principles of Continuous Delivery
Working with pipelines (Jenkins)

What we offer
●
●
●
●
●

An informal entrepreneurial start-up working environment
An opportunity to influence and shape a newly established QA department
A setting where you are a co-designer of our work setup, processes and tools
Health care and pension schemes
And of course lunch, soft drinks, fruit & coffee, and whatever else may get you rocking

Send us your application, CV and perhaps a portfolio link right away to jobs@easir.com, or
contact us for more information! If you have any questions on the application process, please
get in touch with our HR manager Miriam Davidsen at +45 22 17 67 71. You are also welcome
to contact our Head of Development Thorbjørn Munck-Alstrup, +45 24 25 31 92,
tm@easir.com

About EASI’R
At EASI’R, we are on a mission to revolutionize the way automotive companies work with
customer relations. We work with some of the world’s most influential automotive brands,
manufacturers, national sales companies, large dealer groups and vendors to the industry.
Our customers are forward-thinkers who understand that in our ever-evolving business
landscape, success isn’t about closing the deal today. It’s about building long lasting
relationships that keep customers around for tomorrow. More at w
 ww.easir.com
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